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On the lighter
side of some
predictions

By Johann Mynhardt, SAU CEO

I never make predictions, especially about the future
Outside of the conveniently blurry
UFO photos and conspiracy theory
websites, the world of the factually
sound doesn’t seem to have left much
room for wonderment. Or at least, not
in a way that would excite a storm
Area 51 fanatic.
In this edition, we’ll highlight a
primetime TV series which will
challenge even the most hardened
critics, take a peak behind the
predictive analytics in insurance and
look at the relationship between
imagination and innovation.
What if I told you, not all of the magic
is lost?

When I think of magic, I don’t think
about tales of ghosts and loch ness
monsters. Magic is really just a word
we give to a thing that we don’t yet
understand.
I think about the mysteries of the
universe. We don’t have to look far to
realise there is still so much we don’t
understand.
Here are just a few examples I like to
think about from time to time:
1. What is reality?
2. There is no accepted reason why
we seem to experience time the

way we do. In fact, mathematically
speaking, all time is happening all the
time. Why?
3. If determinism has been
scientifically disproven by the double
slit experiment, then how can all time
exist all the time if we haven’t chosen
which reality to create?
4. Do all versions of reality co-exist
with one-another each living out their
own variable outcome?
If any of these questions have piqued
your curiosity, this video is for you:
https://youtu.be/w0ztlIAYTCU

Here’s wishing you a Happy Holiday!

We’re open for business over the festive season should you need us

19 years ago, an episode of
“The Simpsons” predicted that
Donald Trump would one day
become US president.
And this wasn’t the only time the writers
have managed to predict the future.

1. Three-eyed fish
Season 2, Episode 4

In this episode from 1990, Bart catches a threeeyed fish named Blinky in the river by the power
plant, which makes local headlines.
More than a decade later, a three-eyed fish was
discovered in a reservoir in Argentina. Strangely
enough, the reservoir itself was fed by water from a
nuclear power plant.
https://www.zmescience.com/science/biology/threeeyed-fish-argentina-28102011/

“The Simpsons” has been running for
over 27 years, so it’s inevitable that some
themes that crop up in the show might
occur in real life.
But some of the plotlines are eerily close
to events that have happened throughout
the world.

We’ve listed some of the strangest
predictions the cartoon’s writers have made
since the show’s launch in 1989.

2. The censorship of
Michelangelo’s David

3. Letter from The Beatles

Season 2, Episode 9

An episode from 1990 titled “Itchy and Scratchy
and Marge” showed Springfieldians protesting
against Michelangelo’s statue of David being
exhibited in the local museum, calling the artwork
obscene for its nudity.
The satire of censorship came true in July 2016,
when Russian campaigners voted on whether to
clothe a copy of the Renaissance statue that had
been set up in central St Petersburg.
https://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-news-fromelsewhere-36913915

Season 2, Episode 18

In 1991, an episode of “The Simpsons” saw The
Beatles’ Ringo Star diligently answering fan mail
that had been written decades ago.
In September 2013, two Beatles fans from Essex
received a reply from Paul McCartney to a letter
and recording they sent to the band 50 years ago.
The recording was sent to a London theatre the
band was due to play at but was found years later
in a car boot sale by an historian.
In 2013, the BBC’s “The One Show” reunited the
pair with their letter, plus a reply from McCartney.
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-englandessex-24318839

4. Siegfried and Roy tiger
attack
Season 5, Episode 10

The Simpsons parodied entertainers Siegfried &
Roy in a 1993 episode called “$pringfield (Or, How
I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love Legalised
Gambling).” During the episode, the magicians
are viciously mauled by a trained white tiger while
performing in a casino.
In 2003, Roy Horn of Siegfried and Roy was
attacked during a live performance by one of their
white tigers. He lived but sustained severe injuries
in the attack.
http://edition.cnn.com/2003/SHOWBIZ/10/04/roy.
attacked/

5. Horsemeat scandal

6. Autocorrect

In 1994, Lunchlady Doris used “assorted horse
parts” to make lunch for students at Springfield
Elementary.

School bullies Kearny and Dolph take a memo to
“beat up Martin” on a Newton device in an episode
of “The Simpsons” that aired in 1994. The memo
gets quickly translated to “eat up Martha” — an
early foreshadowing of autocorrect frustrations.

Season 5, Episode 19

Nine years later, the Food Safety Authority of
Ireland found horse DNA in over one-third of
beefburger samples from supermarkets and ready
meals, and pig in 85% of them.
https://www.theguardian.com/uk/horsemeat-scandal

Season 6, Episode 8

“The Simpsons” was lampooning Apple’s
underwhelming Newton — the iPhone’s ancient
ancestor — that had just been released, and
included shoddy handwriting recognition,
according to Fast Company.
https://www.fastcompany.com/3017039/
how-the-simpsons-fixed-apples-iphonekeyboard?partner=rss?partner=rss

Season 6,
Episode 19

“The Simpsons”
introduced the idea of a
watch you could use as a
phone in an episode aired
in 1995, nearly 20 years
before the Apple Watch
was released.

10. The discovery of the
Higgs boson equation
Season 8, Episode 1

In a 1998 episode called “The Wizard of
Evergreen Terrace,” Homer Simpson becomes
an inventor and is shown in front of a
complicated equation on a blackboard.
According to Simon Singh, the author of “The
Simpsons and their Mathematical Secrets,”
the equation predicts the mass of the Higgs
boson particle. It was first predicted in 1964 by
Professor Peter Higgs and five other physicists,
but it wasn’t until 2013 that scientists
discovered proof of the Higgs boson in a £10.4
billion ($13 billion) experiment.

13. The invention of the
tomacco plant
Season 11, Episode 5

In 1999, Homer uses nuclear energy to create
a hybrid of tomato and tobacco plants: the
“tomacco.”
This inspired US “Simpsons” fan Rob Baur
to create his own plant. In 2003, Baur grafted
together a tobacco root and a tomato stem to
make “tomacco.” Writers for “The Simpsons”
were so impressed that they invited Baur and
his family to their offices and ate the tomacco
fruit themselves.

16. Nobel Prize Winner
Season 22, Episode 1

MIT professor Bengt Holmström won the Nobel
Prize in economics in 2016, six years after
he was bet on to win the Nobel Prize on “The
Simpsons.” Holmström’s name appears on a
betting scorecard when Martin, Lisa, Database,
and Milhouse bet on Nobel Prize winners.

8. The invention of The
Shard
Season 6, Episode 19

The “Lisa’s Wedding” episode from 1995 came
with a lot of unexpected predictions. During Lisa’s
trip to London, we see a skyscraper behind Tower
Bridge that looks eerily similar to The Shard, and
it’s even in the right location.
Construction on the building started in 2009, 14
years later.

11. Ebola outbreak
Season 9, Episode 3

Some people maintain that “The Simpsons”
predicted the 2014 outbreak of Ebola 17 years before
it happened. In a scene from the episode “Lisa’s
Sax,” Marge suggests a sick Bart read a book titled
“Curious George and the Ebola Virus.” The virus
wasn’t particularly widespread in the 1990s, but
years later it was the top of the news agenda.
Ebola was first discovered in 1976, and though
this latest outbreak has been the worst yet, it killed
254 people in the Democratic Republic of Congo in
1995 and 224 in Uganda in 2000.
https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/tv/news/
the-simpsons-predicted-ebola-outbreak-in-1997-somepeople-on-the-internet-actually-believe-9786635.html

14. Faulty voting machines
Season 20, Episode 4

In 2008, “The Simpsons” showed Homer trying to
vote for Barack Obama in the US general election,
but a faulty machine changed his vote.
Four years later, a voting machine in Pennsylvania
had to be removed after it kept changing people’s
votes for Barack Obama to ones for his Republican
rival Mitt Romney.
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/uselection/9659694/US-election-2012-voting-machinechanges-vote-for-Barack-Obama-to-Mitt-Romney.

17. Lady Gaga’s
Super Bowl
halftime show

Season 23, Episode 22
In 2012, Lady Gaga performed for
the town of Springfield hanging in
midair. Five years later, she flew
off the Houston NRG Stadium
roof in real life to perform her
Super Bowl halftime show.

9. Robotic librarians
Season 6, Episode 19

In “Lisa’s Wedding,” we discover that librarians
have been replaced with robots.
More than 20 years later, robotics students from
the University of Aberystwyth built a prototype for a
walking library robot, while scientists in Singapore
have begun testing their own robot librarians.
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/robotlibrarian-designed-aberystwyth-university-students

12. Disney buys 20th
Century Fox
Season 10, Episode 5

1998, Ron Howard and Brian Grazer produce a
script Homer pitches. The script is being produced
at 20th Century Fox, and a sign in front of the
studio’s headquarters reveals that it is “a division of
Walt Disney Co.”
On December 14, 2017, Disney purchased 21st
Century Fox for an estimated $52.4 billion,
acquiring Fox’s film studio (20th Century Fox),
in addition to a bulk of its television production
assets. The media conglomerate also has access
to popular entertainment properties like “X-Men,”
“Avatar,” and “The Simpsons.”

15. The U.S. beats Sweden in
curling at the Olympic games
Season 21, Episode 12

This historical win was predicted in a 2010 episode
of “The Simpsons,” called “Boy Meets Curl.” In the
episode, Marge and Homer Simpson compete in curling
at the Vancouver Olympics and beat Sweden.
In real life the U.S. Men’s Olympic Curling Team won
a gold medal after defeating Sweden even though they
were behind, which is exactly how it played out on “The
Simpsons.” The victory is the second curling medal
ever for the United States (not including Marge and
Homer’s, of course).

18. Game of Thrones

Season 29, Episode 1

“Game of Thrones,” Daenerys Targaryen
shocked fans when she and her dragon laid
waste to an already surrendered King’s Landing,
obliterating thousands of innocent people.
In 2017, on a season 29 episode of “The
Simpsons” titled “The Serfsons,” Homer revives
a dragon that proceeds to incinerate a village.

Reference: https://www.businessinsider.com/the-simpsons-is-good-at-predicting-the-future-2016-11?IR=T

7. Smart
watches
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There’s a lot of confusion surrounding creativity and innovation. “Creative types,” in particular, claim
that creativity and innovation can’t be measured. Performance, however, demands measurement
so you can identify what success looks like. In a world that changes every two seconds, it’s
imperative that companies figure out the difference between creativity and innovation.

You better believe they’re different
Creativity vs. Innovation
The main difference between creativity and
innovation is the focus. Creativity is about
unleashing the potential of the mind to conceive
new ideas. Those concepts could manifest
themselves in any number of ways, but most
often, they become something we can see, hear,
smell, touch, or taste. However, creative ideas
can also be thought experiments within one
person’s mind.
Creativity is subjective, making it hard to
measure, as our creative friends assert.
Innovation, on the other hand, is completely
measurable. Innovation is about introducing
change into relatively stable systems. It’s also
concerned with the work required to make an
idea viable. By identifying an unrecognised and
unmet need, an organisation can use innovation
to apply its creative resources to design an
appropriate solution and reap a return on its
investment.
Organisations often chase creativity, but what
they really need to pursue is innovation.
Theodore Levitt puts it best: “What is often
lacking is not creativity in the idea-creating sense
but innovation in the action-producing sense, i.e.
putting ideas to work.”
Managing Innovation
Because creativity and innovation are often
confused, it’s long been assumed that you cannot
force innovation within an organization. It’s either
there, or it isn’t. The introduction of a common
language for innovation — design thinking
— enables organisations to better measure
milestones in their innovative efforts.
In order to employ design thinking, it’s necessary
to understand it as a system of overlapping
spaces, rather than a set of process steps to
move through. Those spaces are: inspiration,
during which the problem that motivates
solution-finding is identified; ideation, the
process of generating and developing ideas;
and implementation, the activities that enable
a creative idea to move from the drawing board

to the marketplace. Any design thinking-based
project may loop back to an earlier space more
than once as a team explores, develops, and
implements its idea.
Design thinking provides a consistent approach
to defining challenges. It helps organisations
identify problems before they even begin the
brainstorming sessions most associated with
creativity. Now, organisations can actually see
what they were missing when previous ideas
didn’t reach market sustainability.
Using design thinking, organisations can
capitalise on creativity by paying attention to the
life of the idea after its initial development. To be
of value, applied creativity must always lead to
innovation — linking a great idea with an actual
customer need (or, better yet, the needs of a
whole market!). The use of design thinking in this
manner also demands the guidance of engaged
leadership.
Leaders are critical to the success of any group’s
long-term innovation strategy. It’s their job to
ensure that innovation is consistently pursued
and their employees don’t settle into business as
usual. They set the tone for what is, and is not,
possible in the business through their attention
and action.
Companies to Model
Organisations serious about fostering innovation
have to wrestle with two main issues: risk-taking
and failure aversion. All innovation involves risk,
and all risks include the possibility of failure.
Failure should never be seen as a black mark;
it is a learning experience. Leaders and their
organisations cannot be afraid of failure — or
they will never incorporate the innovation they
need to truly meet customers’ needs. Design
thinking offers a path to risk-taking that’s
manageable, repeatable, and driven toward
maximising the effectiveness of the new idea.
Of course, the very term “innovation” connotes
something new and different. Still, paying
attention to companies that are consistently
innovative in their industries is always a good

practice. Consider these companies that use the
principles of design thinking to achieve their
strategic goals:
Proctor & Gamble embraced innovation under
former CEO A.G. Lafley. During his tenure, P&G’s
value increased by more than $100 billion. In
2000, it had 10 billion-dollar consumer brands;
today, it has 22.
Kaiser Permanente is the largest not-for-profit
health provider in the USA. Kaiser’s National
Facilities Services group has, for over five years,
been working on the Total Health Environment, a
program applying design thinking to every aspect
of Kaiser’s operations, from medical records to
color palettes. The results speak for themselves:
improved patient health, satisfaction, soundness
of sleep, speed of healing, and cost control.
Square is particularly associated with innovation
since its plugin device helps millions of mobile
vendors and small business owners. No longer
are they confined to cash payments or expensive
credit card machines. Square noticed that the
economy was quickly becoming paperless and
provided customers a way to keep up.
Creativity is important in today’s business world,
but it’s really only the beginning. Organisations
need to foster creativity. Driving business results
by running ideas through an innovation process
puts those ideas to work — for companies
and their customers. Creativity is the price of
admission, but it’s innovation that pays the bills.
Andrew (Drew) C. Marshall is the Principal of
Primed Associates, an innovation consultancy.
He lives in central New Jersey and works with
clients across the U.S. and around the world. He
is a co-host of weekly innovation-focused Twitter
chat, #innochat; founder, host, and producer
of Ignite Princeton; and a contributor to the
Innovation Excellence blog. He is also providing
support for the implementation of the Design
Thinking for Scholars model with the Network
of Leadership Scholars (a network within the
Academy of Management).
Reference: https://www.businessinsider.com/difference-betweencreativity-and-innovation-2013-4?IR=T

7 Kinds of Predictive Analytics for

Customer
Experience
It used to be that data analytics could only look
backwards at what had already happened. But
with new predictive analytics, brands can use
their huge amounts of data to predict what will
happen next.
Data is no longer a level playing field. Companies
that leverage AI and machine learning software
have a leg up over competitors who are still only
using data to look backwards. Research shows
that 77% of high-performing customer service
teams rate their ability to leverage artificial
intelligence as excellent or above average.
Companies that get predictive analytics right can
greatly improve their customer experiences.
There are seven types of analytics we can
pay attention to when it comes to customer
experience. Each type helps gain better
understanding of customers and improve the
overall brand experience.
1. Predicting Customer Needs
The most basic, but perhaps the most important,
type of analytics is predicting customer needs.
This is largely what makes the Sephora app so
successful. By using data of when I purchased
certain products, the brand knows when I’ll need
to purchase them again and when I’ll be looking
for something new. Similarly, L’Occitane uses AI
and predictive analytics to ensure every section of
its site meets individual customers’ needs.
2. Real-Time Product Feedback
Predictive analytics move so quickly that
they can help tailor a customer’s experience
as it happens. This feature is built into the
algorithms of services like Netflix and Spotify. A
customer’s actions, such as watching a certain
show or skipping certain songs, impacts the
next recommendations they’ll receive. Things

I was recently in the market for new makeup and spent
some time playing around with Sephora’s Visual Artist
app that allows me to experiment with different looks and
products through augmented reality. The app recommended
products based on my purchase history, skin type and
beauty preferences. It made for a great experience and was
a lot of fun! The root of the app is predictive analytics. By
knowing my demographics and what I had purchased in the
past, Sephora could predict what I would want in the future

change quickly based on customer feedback
and preferences so brands can capture what
customers want at that exact moment.

there isn’t any work and creates a better customer
experience by ensuring there are enough people
to help customers during busy times.

3. Identifying Flight Risk Factors
Data can pinpoint which customers are most at
risk for leaving. Companies that use predictive
analytics to identify flight risk factors can greatly
improve their customer retention. FedEx uses data
to predict which of its customers will defect to a
competitor with 60-90% accuracy. Similarly, Sprint
is able to identify a segment of customers that is
10 times more likely to cancel compared to other
customers. By using data to identify the factors that
lead to churn and the groups most likely to leave,
companies can reach out with targeted messages
to get the customers to stick around.

6. Pre-emptive Service Model
Predictive analytics can be used to predict
important events in a customer’s life cycle and
increase their revenue during those times.
Insurance companies frequently use this model
by predicting when kids will get their drivers’
licenses or when customers will move to a bigger
house. Being able to predict life events means
the company can proactively approach customers
about new products right when they need it most.

4. Optimising A Better Pricing Model
Many companies used to change their pricing
models based on age or gender, but they can now
do it with predictive analytics. This is especially
common with insurance companies. Progressive
uses a telematics program called Snapshot and
in-car sensors to gauge how well and how often
customers drive. That data personalizes the
rates for each individual person based on their
likelihood of getting in an accident. Someone
who drives less often and stays close to home
will have a lower rate than someone who is
always in the car and likes to speed.
5. Staffing Up Or Down
Predictive analytics can help brands anticipate
high or low call volumes. Data from the website’s
browsing patterns can tell a company if it needs
to staff up or down. If a lot of people have been
shopping, there is a greater chance of more
calls, but if traffic has slowed, there likely won’t
be as many calls. Staffing appropriately saves
companies money by not paying people when

7. Real-Time Marketing Bets
Personalised marketing can be effective, but
it has to be based in data. Predictive analytics
can run through data nearly instantly to help
companies make real-time marketing bets.
Caesar’s Palace and other hotels and casinos
regularly use this application. Analytics can
predict what it will take for customers to stay at
the casino. The data can suggest if a customer
gets things like a free room, food or slot credit
based on their history and preferences. Marketing
bets can pay off by personalising an offer the
customer will enjoy without offering more than it
will take the customer to stay. Not every customer
needs a free night’s stay, so Caesar’s has to
balance offering enough without losing money.
Predictive analytics helps brands look
towards the future and improve their customer
experiences. These seven types of predictive
analytics show just how much new data can do
when used correctly and strategically.
By Blake Morgan - CMO Network

Reference: https://www.forbes.com/sites/
blakemorgan/2019/01/16/7-kinds-of-predictive-analyticsfor-customer-experience/#2da08cb44223

I’m busy reading a horror story in braille.
Something bad is about to happen. I can feel it
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Microsoft?
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